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Free read Diagram of hummer h2
engine Copy
the hummer h2 is a full size off road sport utility vehicle suv that was marketed
by hummer and built in the am general facility under contract from general
motors from 2002 until 2009 it is based on a modified gmt820 gm three quarter
ton pickup truck in the front and a half ton 1500 frame in the rear hummer h2
engines the h2 used three engines all of which are v8s the 2002 2003 model
years came with a 6 0 liter v8 which produced 316 hp from 2004 to 2007 h2s
were equipped with 6000 6 0 liter v8 which delivered 325 horsepower and
completed the 0 60 mph dash in 10 7 seconds find hummer h2 crate engines and
get free shipping on orders over 109 at summit racing explore the hummer h2
suv detailed specs including 0 60 mph times horsepower and handling data get
all the info the 2007 hummer h2 comes standard with a 6 0 liter vortec v8
engine producing 320 horsepower and 365 pound feet of torque though the
engine is stout and strong the h2 is heavy both h2 hummers use gm s 6 0 liter v
8 engine for 2005 there are nine more horsepower and five more pound feet of
torque that puts the total at 325 horses and 365 pound feet with 6780
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hummer h2 wikipedia May 22 2024 the hummer h2 is a full size off road sport
utility vehicle suv that was marketed by hummer and built in the am general
facility under contract from general motors from 2002 until 2009 it is based on a
modified gmt820 gm three quarter ton pickup truck in the front and a half ton
1500 frame in the rear
what engines are used in hummers 8 interesting facts Apr 21 2024
hummer h2 engines the h2 used three engines all of which are v8s the 2002
2003 model years came with a 6 0 liter v8 which produced 316 hp from 2004 to
2007 h2s were equipped with 6000 6 0 liter v8 which delivered 325 horsepower
and completed the 0 60 mph dash in 10 7 seconds
hummer h2 crate engines summit racing Mar 20 2024 find hummer h2 crate
engines and get free shipping on orders over 109 at summit racing
hummer h2 suv specs performance comparisons ultimate specs Feb 19 2024
explore the hummer h2 suv detailed specs including 0 60 mph times horsepower
and handling data get all the info
2007 hummer h2 performance hp engine options u s news Jan 18 2024 the 2007
hummer h2 comes standard with a 6 0 liter vortec v8 engine producing 320
horsepower and 365 pound feet of torque though the engine is stout and strong
the h2 is heavy
tested 2005 hummer h2 sut car and driver Dec 17 2023 both h2 hummers use
gm s 6 0 liter v 8 engine for 2005 there are nine more horsepower and five more
pound feet of torque that puts the total at 325 horses and 365 pound feet with
6780
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